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For the cent ur y fol-
lowing the Civil War, 
Philadelphia was known 
as the Workshop of the 

World, not only for the scale of its industrial infrastructure, but for the unmatched diversity of its 
manufacturing factories and neighborhood smokestack plants. Today a similar range of produc-
tion is the engine of Philadelphia’s modern maker movement, a hyper-local community of doers and 
entrepreneurs turning out everything from textiles to technology.  / AS TOLD TO FRANCINE MAROUKIAN /

Philadelphia

↓ MAKER CITY

HOW YOUR WORLD WORKS



B E S T  C I T Y  V I E W  
Bok Bar  

From the rooftop bar, you are the  
tallest thing around, and when there are  

fireworks over the river, they rise to  
the same level where you are. 

B E S T  B R E A K F A S T 
 Honey’s Sit’N Eat  

Northern Liberties location
They’re open at 7 a.m. with a $5 breakfast 

special—excellent coffee. Plus some of  
the people who work there are builders  

and makers too. 
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M Y  P H I L A D E L P H I A

Above: Sean Rossiter (left) and Mike Courtney 
put the finishing touches on a split-flap sign 
shipping to Mexico City as John Halko examines 
piping for Oat Foundry’s industrial cold-brew 
coffee machine. Left: Rossiter and Mark Kuhn 
(near left) review split-flap web-app code, all 
written in-house by Oat Foundry engineers, 
before a demonstration. 

I GREW UP with two brothers, and our par-
ents gave us the latitude to be tinkerers—to 
make anything we wanted. My mom did the 
craft pages for Highlights magazine, and her 
home office was like an A.C. Moore—filled 
with pipe cleaners, pompoms, and glue sticks. 
My dad has a self-reliant entrepreneurial 
spirit, and together they instilled “you can 
build it” courage in us. I was also an Eagle 
Scout, where there was always Apollo 13–  
style innovation—making cardboard and 
aluminum baking ovens, creating rope and 
log suspension bridges, figuring out how to 
lower a canoe down a 150-foot ravine. We 
built with what we had. 

Establishing Oat Foundry was an exten-
sion of that problem-solving experience. We 
graduated in June 2013, ten days later had an 
LLC, and within a month we set up our first 
factory space. Our early plan was to build on 
a pretzel-machine business we had started in 
college—that’s another story—but when that 
project evaporated, we had to pivot.

We believe our job is to make things that 
don’t exist. During our early days when we 
were prospecting for work, we came across 
a Philly-based fast-casual dining com-
pany that used digital ordering screens and 
wanted to incorporate less “glow-washing” 
messaging boards. Their initial vision was a 
high-tech version of the retro split-flap dis-
play, once used in train stations to announce 

arrivals and departures. 
Our team shifted into high gear. Our goal 

was to create the first pilot units in a few 
months, maintaining that iconic clicking 
sound. By 2016, we’d built 20 for them—with 
over 5,000 individual parts per unit—and 
were seduced by the quixotic, nostalgic aes-
thetic. In an era in which we’re bathed in 
digital access, we find the movement and 
mod-age realness of the signs to be intoxicat-
ing. Our business quickly grew to supplying 
the signs for clients from New York to Hong 

Kong, and we are now the only U.S.–based 
company that continuously manufactures 
them. There are more Oat Foundry split flaps 
in North America than any other brand.

Split-flap signs have become even more 
special to us due to an ongoing campaign 
with our local congressman and the peo-
ple of Philadelphia to keep one as the major 
announcement board at Amtrak’s 30th 
Street Station, a beautiful station and one of 
the last transit hubs with this type of sign. 
While the aging split flap (from another 
manufacturer) is beloved, it has some major 
issues: It is not ADA compliant (for hearing-
impaired and vision-impaired passengers), 
it regularly breaks down, and its software 
controls are ancient. We have had the dis-
tinct pleasure of pitching an upgraded 
compliant sign—and the best part: the 
same beautiful clack-clack-clack sound. We 
are now waiting on the approval of Amtrak 
leadership to secure funding, open up the 
bid, and move forward. With all of our fer-
vor and clear ability to deliver, I don’t think 
that will be a problem.

MARK KUHN  
CEO AND FOUNDER

T H E  M A K E R

OAT FOUNDRY
H I S  C O M P A N Y


